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CocoaAction 2016 Verification Approach (company-level)
Purpose:

Overview of the key aspects of CocoaAction 2016 Verification

Introduction

CocoaAction companies have committed to an aligned sustainability strategy
and are accountable to CocoaAction for the data submitted. In order to verify the credibility and
reliability of any external reporting, CocoaAction decided to approach joint verification criteria.
Verification is realized through a two-tiered system at individual company member level and at the
aggregate CocoaAction level. Building on past work, this document outlines the cornerstones of the
CocoaAction verification approach for company-level verification for 2016, which should be
considered the first building block towards a commonly accepted verification approach. This
document reflects that 2016 is a year of alignment, implementation and learning. These guidelines
are a start for company-level verification and as noted below in Q1 2017, key stakeholders will meet
at a Learning Workshop to discuss the experience and determine updates to CocoaAction verification
for future years.

Verification Principles for CocoaAction 2016 (company-level)









External Credibility: performance data used for public reporting generally needs to be subject
to verification criteria (“no public report without verification considerations”).
Proportionality: verification effort and reporting claims need to be proportional: claims are
adapted to match CocoaAction verification and CocoaAction verification is upgraded when
bolder claims emerge.
Inclusiveness: the verification criteria promote the inclusion of existing and proven expert
organizations to collect reliable data as third parties for CocoaAction members.
Decentralization: CocoaAction members are free to choose (view art. 3 below) and integrate
verification efforts for CocoaAction depending on their own situation. There will not be a
single verifier for all of CocoaAction that works with each company.
Shared Minimum-Criteria: minimum criteria guide the implementation of each company’s
verification.
Continuous Improvement: these principles as well as minimum criteria are determined in a
yearly review based on the proportionality between verification and expected reporting claims.
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2016: Data Reporting Claims

The 2017 CocoaAction report, based on the 2016

data, will reflect that 2016 was CocoaAction’s learning year, also with respect to verification. The
2016 reporting claims will concentrate on descriptive and output data; the usage of outcome data
is subject to a detailed quality review. Thus, the 2016 minimum criteria are designed to allow
flexibility alongside the evolving data collection approach especially in respect to outcome level
data, and focus on CocoaAction alignment in accordance with the principle of proportionality.

2016: Company-Level Minimum Criteria
1. The data referenced in the ‘CocoaAction Data Submission Template’ is principally subject to
company level verification; however, in accordance with the proportionality principle, a
specific data focus is presented in art. 4.
2. Data primarily collected (that means collected at the source, not at secondary instance) by
third party organizations considered ‘adequately reliable’ for 2016 reporting claims do not
require additional verification measures at company level. A list of these types of organizations
is available in Annex 1.
3. If CocoaAction data is collected by a party which is not excluded from additional verification
requirements (compare Annex 1), then:
3.1. CocoaAction members take individual action (which can involve a self-organized shared
verification approach with other members) to contract an organization that is in the
position to verify the credibility and reliability of provided data. This organization is called
the ‘verifier’.
3.2. The verifier cannot be an organization of the type covered under ‘Need Ind. Party to Verify
Data’ of the CocoaAction list of data collection organizations.
3.3. CocoaAction recommends that the verifier is ISO 65 accredited (not a binding minimum
criteria). Further binding minimum criteria for additional verifiers (i.e. qualified auditors)
will be reviewed for company-level verification beyond 2016, based on 2016 experience.
3.4. Any assessment approach needs to be informed by an assessment methodology and
should consider interviewing of involved actors and document review, where relevant. The
verifier is generally free to design the assessment approach together with each
CocoaAction member. Re-sampling of field data is not considered necessary for 2016,
even though it is generally recommended by Work-Stream 6a—Annex 2 shows an
example assessment methodology for 2016 as guidance, if needed.
3.5. In the case that only few data (i.e. only the total count of CocoaAction farmers/
communities, and the CocoaAction sample size) is not being provided by third parties
which are considered adequately reliable for 2016, then contracting an additional verifier
can be considered dis-proportionate. In that case, CocoaAction recommends a review of
the establishment of the total farmer and community count and sampling procedure with
the secretariat. Please contact the CocoaAction secretariat (WCF) if you are in a
comparable situation.
3.6. CocoaAction members share their 2016 learning and experience about contracted
‘verifiers’ in a joint verification review in 2017.
4. For the 2016 data, for which reliability needs to be established by an additional verifier, the
verification focus rests on following main aspects if applicable (for additional methodology
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5.

6.

7.

8.

suggestions refer to Annex 2). CocoaAction recommends to seek individual support, as needed,
during the initial establishment of additional verification procedures from the secretariat
(WCF):
4.1. Assessing the credibility of the total farmer/ community population figure. At a
minimum it needs to be established that the estimation of the total farmer and
community count is based on CocoaAction definitions (i.e. farmers participating in
relevant activities and communities where a community needs assessment has been
implemented), that the estimation is based on documented evidence, and that the
estimation does not overstate traceable counts from evidence.
4.2. Assessing the representativeness of data collection samples. At a minimum it needs to be
established that the sampling processes introduced in the 2016 CocoaAction M&E Guide
have been followed (i.e. total sample size at least equivalent to the result of the precision
based calculation, generally randomized farmer selection & gender adjustment of the
sample).
4.3. Assessing the credibility that inputs for output results have been provided to the
claimed degree. At a minimum it needs to be established that reliable evidence about
claimed activities exists (e.g. training records, a photograph of the school improvement,
etc.), and that the evidence confirms the overall dimension of claimed activities.
4.4. Assessing the credibility that individual head-counts are representative. At a minimum, it
needs to be established that claimed participant or member counts (e.g. women
participating in IGAs, training participants, individuals in governance structures) are based
on documented evidence, and that claimed participant or member counts are within a
realistic order of magnitude or that other evidence supports deviations.
4.5. Assessing the credibility that data has been collected by skilled individuals. At a
minimum, it needs to be established that the data was collected in accordance with the
2016 CocoaAction M&E Guide criteria (i.e. farm-level data not collected by farmer him/
herself, data collector had subject-matter knowledge about data, and access to required
data sources).
During the fourth quarter 2016, the CocoaAction secretariat (WCF) offers an individual
verification process review (virtual meeting) to each CocoaAction member to determine overall
alignment with CocoaAction guidelines and individual emphasis for verification focus.
After the final date for submission of CocoaAction data in mid-January 2017, the CocoaAction
secretariat (WCF) determines open questions on individual verification approaches and
unsolved verification issues and offers respective members an individual review of data
credibility in order to formulate later recommendations for data usage and constraints.
If individual data points remain unverified by mid-January 2017, then the CocoaAction
partnership may jointly decide to exclude respective data from the aggregate data -view of the
public report. This will depend on overall partnership progress and the potential loss to the
strength of reporting claims—the proportionality principle is also observed in this case.
During the first quarter of 2017, stakeholders meet at a “2016 CocoaAction Learning
Workshop” in order to share experience and update relevant CocoaAction guidance for 2017.
The 2016 verification system should be regarded as a starting point for further improvements
and more appropriate systems in accordance with future proportionality considerations.
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2016: Verification Deliverable & Submission
The company-level verification deliverable is meant to illustrate to CocoaAction which verification
actions have been pursued and to which degree (i.e. verification method, scope). The CocoaAction
deliverable orients towards existing agreements and is confined to a brief overview to trigger
follow-up dialogue where necessary. At a minimum:



Use Annex 3 of this document to provide a basic indication of the verification approach
taken in 2016.
If verification was provided by a third party service provider (not as part of the data
collection routine), please include:
o The assurance report, or
o the assurance conclusion by the verifying party.

Submission of verification documentation
Please submit the required documentation latest by the 15 th of January 2017.




use the CocoaAction Hub’s “Data Upload Portal” to submit:
o The completed Annex 3 of this document,
o The assurance report/ assurance conclusion, if applicable (only for additional 3rd
party verification)
After log-in to your CocoaAction Hub account, select the “Secure Data Portal” and then
“Upload a File”. As file description, please select “M&E Verification Documentation”
and proceed as usual with the file upload. Consult the online manual, or WCF, for more
assistance.
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Legend:

Red arrow and boxes means ‘end’
of process (no more action)

Green arrows lead to follow on
verification processes

Verification Process Flow & Decision Tree

Recommended
Timing

Prepare an overview of all data collectors for CocoaAction data

Determine if all data collectors do not require verification for 2016 (Annex 1)
no

yes
No other action required except for participation
in the CocoaAction verification review

Latest by
October

Determine how many data points still require
verification

Determine if it is proportionate and reasonable to contract extra verification for the outs tanding data
no

yes

Please contact the CocoaAction secretariat to
discuss the case and jointly review data processes
Latest by
November

Identify and contract a reliable verifier for the
data not collected by a reliable third party (art.3)

Verifier prepares assessment methodology (art. 4 and suggestions in Annex 2)

Verifier evaluates credibility of 2016 data with focus on verification criteria in article 4; outcome is
shared for joint review with CocoaAction secretariat to determine if data is credible.
no

yes
No other action required except for participation
in the CocoaAction verification review

Latest by
January
If possible, improve upon the shortcomings
identified by the verifier before mid-January 2017.

Joint review of final quality and decision on data usage for reporting across CocoaAction partnership.
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Annex 1: List of Types of Third Party Data Collectors and Need for Additional Verification
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Annex 2: Recommendations for Verification Methods per CocoaAction Data Segment
(in accordance with “2016 CocoaAction Data Submission Template”)

Note: additional verification is only applicable to individual data segments which have not been collected by a reliable third party (Annex
1). This table shows sample recommendations. For 2016 companies and their verifiers will have flexibility subject to the criteria above. In
Q1 2017 WS6a will discuss experiences and develop specific recommendations and refine this table for future verification.

Data Segment

Suggested Verification Focus

Suggested 2016 minimum Approach

(compare to ”2016
CocoaAction Data
Submission
Template”)
Cover

(compare sub-points to ”2016 CocoaAction Data
Submission Template”)

(these suggestions can be modified in
accordance with individual program realities)



Assessing the credibility of the total farmer/
community population figure
o Total # of Farmers
o Total # of Communities



Assessing the representativeness of data collection
sample
o Farmer #
Assessing the credibility that data has been
collected by skilled individuals
Assessing the representativeness of data collection
sample
o Farmer #
Assessing the credibility that data has been
collected by skilled individuals
Assessing the representativeness of data collection
sample
o Farmer #
Assessing the credibility that data has been
collected by skilled individuals
Assessing the representativeness of data collection
sample
o Farmer #



Productivity
Descriptive Data




Productivity Yield




Productivity GAP
Data




Productivity
Planting Materials







Review existing documentation on the
number of community needs assessments
implemented and number of farmers who
receive relevant sustainability interventions
Compare documented numbers against
CocoaAction claim—the claim should be
equal or below documented numbers
Recalculate the applicable sample size
(using CocoaAction instructions) and
compare with claimed sample size—
investigate justification for possible
deviations
Review documentation on data collection
service and compare to CocoaAction
criteria

Recommendations beyond
the minimum
(these suggestions go beyond
2016 minimum criteria, but
improve the credibility of claims)
 Follow the documented
paper-trail to implementers
and interview involved
actors to inquire about
documentation &
implementation practices
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Select a sub-sample of the
total CocoaAction sample,
for example
2 ∗ √𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒, and reestablish the data collection
procedure on this subsample for comparison to
the CocoaAction claim
Interview responsible actors
for the sampling calculation
to infer about application of
CocoaAction methods as
detailed in the 2016
CocoaAction M&E Guide
Interview data collectors to
infer about their subjectmatter insight in accordance


Productivity Soil
Fertility




Productivity
Outputs







Community
Descriptive Data



Community
Education
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Assessing the credibility that data has been
collected by skilled individuals
Assessing the representativeness of data collection
sample
o Farmer #
Assessing the credibility that data has been
collected by skilled individuals
Assessing the representativeness of data collection  Recalculate the applicable sample size
sample
(using CocoaAction instructions) and
o Farmer #
compare with claimed sample size—
Assessing the credibility that data has been
investigate justification for possible
deviations
collected by skilled individuals
 Review documentation on data collection
o Farmer Access to Inputs
Assessing the credibility that inputs for output
service and compare to CocoaAction
results have been provided to the claimed degree.
criteria
 Confirm that implemented activities are
o Farmers Trained on all 3 Components (in
accordance with the 2016 CocoaAction
documented and establish if available
M&E Guide: Good Agric. Practices, Soil
documentation supports the claims about
Fertility, Farm Rehabilitation)
the scope of activities realized (i.e. number
o Planting Material Distribution
of trainings held supports the claimed
o Fertilizer Distribution
participant count, number of supported
Assessing the credibility that individual headplanting material & fertilizer distribution
spots is documented)
counts are representative
o Farmers Trained on all 3 Components
 Review if the head-count of claimed
activities and group membership is within
an expectable range (i.e. individual training
sessions will usually not have more than
fifty participants)—if ranges appear
unrealistic, investigate if justification exists
Assessing the representativeness of data collection  Confirm from data-template review and
sample
documentation that all claimed
o Community name
CocoaAction communities have been
included in the data submission
Assessing the representativeness of data collection  Confirm from data-template review and
sample
documentation that all claimed
o School name
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with the 2016 CocoaAction
M&E Guide









Interview responsible actors
for the sampling calculation
to infer about application of
CocoaAction methods as
detailed in the 2016
CocoaAction M&E Guide
Interview data collectors to
infer about their subjectmatter insight in accordance
with the 2016 CocoaAction
M&E Guide
Follow the documented
paper-trail to implementers
and interview involved
actors to inquire about
documentation &
implementation practices
Spot-check activities via
visits to confirm their scope
(i.e. head-counts) and
implementation

No current suggestion



Select a sub-sample of the
total CocoaAction sample,
for example




Community
Women's
Empowerment





Community
Outputs
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Assessing the credibility that inputs for output
CocoaAction communities have been
results have been provided to the claimed degree.
included in the data submission

Confirm that implemented activities are
o Intervention conducted in reporting year
Assessing the credibility that individual headdocumented and establish if available
documentation supports the claims about
counts are representative
the scope of activities realized (i.e. primary
o Enrollment
school support has been provided, IGA
Assessing the representativeness of data collection
activities are implemented etc.)
sample
 Review if the head-count of claimed
o Community name
activities and group membership is within
Assessing the credibility that inputs for output
an expectable range (i.e. typical school
results have been provided to the claimed degree.
enrollment ranges from a few hundred to a
o IGA interventions
few thousand children, IGA groups typically
Assessing the credibility that individual headhave up to 100 members)—if ranges
counts are representative
appear unrealistic, investigate if
o Community Women
justification exists
o IGA Participants
o Successful Women
Assessing the representativeness of data collection
sample
o Community name
o School Name
Assessing the credibility that inputs for output
results have been provided to the claimed degree.
o Intervention value
o Intervention type
o Intervention timing
o SMC/ Equivalent Support
o CPC/ similar operating
o Gender awareness/ sensitivity training
Assessing the credibility that individual headcounts are representative
o Farmers covered by CLMRS
o Gender awareness/ sensitivity training
o Members of farmer/ community orgs.
o Members of community governance
structures
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√𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒, and re-establish
the data collection
procedure on this subsample for comparison to
the CocoaAction claim
Follow the documented
paper-trail to implementers
and interview involved
actors to inquire about
documentation &
implementation practices
Spot-check activities via
visits to confirm their scope
(i.e. head-counts) and
implementation
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Annex 3: Recommended deliverable overview on 2016 verification efforts
(in accordance with “2016 Company Level Verification Guidelines”)

Data Segment

Suggested Verification Focus

2016 Verification Approach

3rd Party Method & Results

(compare to ”2016
CocoaAction Data
Submission
Template”)

(compare sub-points to ”2016
CocoaAction Data Submission Template”)

(indicate per data segment [column 1 & 2] how
verification was ensured—select all that applies)
Please only fill one field if content is the same for all
following fields.

(if applicable, indicate the methods that
were used by a 3 rd party to verify & the
basic assessment result—select all that
applies). Fill only one field if information is
repeatable.

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

☒
Data collector(s) did not require additional
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
Collector A

☒
Interviews of key actors
☒
Document review
☒
Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☒
Re-calculation and theory based review
☒
other, please indicate:
Special Method A

☒
Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection. Name(s) of
service provider(s) and original data collector (collector/verifier):
Collector B/ Verifier A, Collector C/ Verifier B
☒
There was no specific provision for verification in
2016. Name(s) of original data collector:
Collector D

Cover



Assessing the credibility of the total
☐
Data collector(s) did not require additional
farmer/ community population figure verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
o Total # of Farmers
Click or tap here to renter text.
o Total # of Communities

☐

Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:
Click or tap here to enter text.
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☒
Assurance conclusion was reasonable/ no
limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors
Document review

Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☐
Re-calculation and theory based
review
☐
other, please indicate:
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

Productivity
Descriptive Data
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Assessing the representativeness of
☐
Data collector(s) did not require additional
data collection sample
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
o Farmer #
Assessing the credibility that data has Click or tap here to renter text.
been collected by skilled individuals
☐
Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:

☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors

Document review
Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☐
Re-calculation and theory based
review
☐
other, please indicate:
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

Click or tap here to enter text.

Productivity Yield




Assessing the representativeness of
data collection sample
o Farmer #
Assessing the credibility that data has
been collected by skilled individuals

☐

Data collector(s) did not require additional
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
Click or tap here to renter text.

☐

Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:

☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors

Document review
Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☐
Re-calculation and theory based
review
☐
other, please indicate:
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

Click or tap here to enter text.

Productivity GAP
Data




Assessing the representativeness of
data collection sample
o Farmer #
Assessing the credibility that data has
been collected by skilled individuals

☐

Data collector(s) did not require additional
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
Click or tap here to renter text.
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☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors
Document review

Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
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☐
Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):

☐

Re-calculation and theory based

review

☐

other, please indicate:

Click or tap here to enter text.

Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

Click or tap here to enter text.

Productivity
Planting Materials




Assessing the representativeness of
data collection sample
o Farmer #
Assessing the credibility that data has
been collected by skilled individuals

☐

Data collector(s) did not require additional
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
Click or tap here to renter text.

☐

Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:

☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors

Document review
Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☐
Re-calculation and theory based
review
☐
other, please indicate:
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

Click or tap here to enter text.

Productivity Soil
Fertility




Assessing the representativeness of
data collection sample
o Farmer #
Assessing the credibility that data has
been collected by skilled individuals

☐

Data collector(s) did not require additional
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
Click or tap here to renter text.

☐

Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):
Click or tap here to renter text.
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☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors
Document review

Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☐
Re-calculation and theory based
review
☐
other, please indicate:
Click or tap here to renter text.
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☐

There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

Click or tap here to renter text.

Productivity
Outputs







Community
Descriptive Data



Assessing the representativeness of
data collection sample
o Farmer #
Assessing the credibility that data has
been collected by skilled individuals
o Farmer Access to Inputs
Assessing the credibility that inputs
for output results have been provided
to the claimed degree.
o Farmers Trained on all 3
Components (in accordance
with the 2016 CocoaAction
M&E Guide: Good Agric.
Practices, Soil Fertility, Farm
Rehabilitation)
o Planting Material
Distribution
o Fertilizer Distribution
Assessing the credibility that
individual head-counts are
representative
o Farmers Trained on all 3
Components
Assessing the representativeness of
data collection
o Community name

☐

Data collector(s) did not require additional
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
Click or tap here to renter text.

☐

Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:

☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors

Document review
Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☐
Re-calculation and theory based
review
☐
other, please indicate:
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

Data collector(s) did not require additional
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
Click or tap here to renter text.

☐

Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
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☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors
Document review
Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☐
Re-calculation and theory based
review
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Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):

☐

other, please indicate:

Click or tap here to enter text.
Click or tap here to renter text.

☐

There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

Click or tap here to renter text.

Community
Education






Assessing the representativeness of
data collection
o School name
Assessing the credibility that inputs
for output results have been provided
to the claimed degree.
o Intervention conducted in
reporting year
Assessing the credibility that
individual head-counts are
representative
o Enrollment

☐

Data collector(s) did not require additional
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
Click or tap here to renter text.

☐

Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:

☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors
Document review

Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☐
Re-calculation and theory based
review
☐
other, please indicate:
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

Click or tap here to enter text.

Community
Women's
Empowerment






Assessing the representativeness of
data collection
o Community name
Assessing the credibility that inputs
for output results have been provided
to the claimed degree.
o IGA interventions
Assessing the credibility that
individual head-counts are
representative
o Community Women
o IGA Participants

☐

Data collector(s) did not require additional
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
Click or tap here to renter text.

☐

Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):
Click or tap here to enter text.
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☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors

Document review
Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☐
Re-calculation and theory based
review
☐
other, please indicate:
Click or tap here to enter text.

o
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Successful Women
☐
There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

Click or tap here to enter text.

Community
Outputs







Assessing the representativeness of
data collection
o Community name
o School Name
Assessing the credibility that inputs
for output results have been provided
to the claimed degree.
o Intervention value
o Intervention type
o Intervention timing
o SMC/ Equivalent Support
o CPC/ similar operating
o Gender awareness/
sensitivity training
Assessing the credibility that
individual head-counts are
representative
o Farmers covered by CLMRS
o Gender awareness/
sensitivity training
o Members of farmer/
community orgs.
o Members of community
governance structures

☐

Data collector(s) did not require additional
verification. Name(s) of data collector(s):
Click or tap here to renter text.

☐

Verification was ensured by (a) third party
organization(s) to complement data collection.
Name(s) of service provider(s) and original data
collector (collector/verifier):
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

There was no specific provision for
verification in 2016. Name(s) of original data
collector:
Click or tap here to enter text.
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☐
☐
☐

Interviews of key actors
Document review

Field visits, field spot-checks, joint
collection
☐
Re-calculation and theory based
review
☐
other, please indicate:
Click or tap here to enter text.

☐

Assurance conclusion was
reasonable/ no limitation given
☐
Assurance conclusion was limited

